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The Director,
N.A.A.C.,
P.O. Box No. L075,

Nagarbhair,
Bangalore- 560072

Sub: Submission of the Report of IQAR for the year 2009-10
Dear Sir,
please find herewith the report of IQAR for the year 2009-10 which is the outcome

of their meetings and the deliberations held on different matters.

Yours sincerely.
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Dr. M.C.Rodrigues
Principal
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Report of the work done by the l.e.R.c for the year 2009-10
The |.Q.A'C. Committee for the year 2009-10 consisted of the following members
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Name of the Members
Dr. R.V.Hajirnis
Dr R.B.Patil
Dr. Cidalia Bodade
Shri.M.S.Kamat
Dr D.B.Arolkar
Dr A.S.Dinge
Mrs Lalita Joshi
Mr Manoj L. Pednecar
Dr Maria Rodrigues
Dr Rekha R. Gaonkar
Dr Sandhya Bhandare
Shri Sudhir Halvegar
Mr Dilip S. Lotlikar

.

Designation
Chairman
Vice- Chairman
Member Secretary
Representative of the Management
Principal, DMS College
Principal, PES College
Teacher Representative
Teach er Representative
Tgacher Representative
Teacher Representative
Teach er Representative
Librarian
Representative of Administrative Staff

The committee met and deliberations were held on different matters which
were relevant

to the improvement and betterment of different aspects pertaining to the college,
students
and staff. The outcome of these deliberations is given below.

Sports Hall

Decision Taken
It was decided to approach
the Government for sports
funds in order to put up this
sports hall, as the college
does not have one and
shares it with the Higher
Secondary School

Ladies Hostel

It was decided to approach
the U.G.C for funds in order
to construct a ladies hostel
since the number of girl
students is increasing

Jogging Track for the College

The social Forestry Ministry
of the Government of Goa
was to be approached for
this purpose

lmolementation
The Physical Director was
put in charge. The
correspondence on this
matter is still going on and
Dr. Dinge emphasized that
we have to pursue the
matter till the government
ives us a listening ear.
A committee was formed for
this Ladies Hostel Project
and several meetings were
held with the concerned
government authorities and
the U.G.C representatives.
The College has submitted a
proposal and experts to
receive 80 lakhs under this
scheme.
Correspondence with the
government relating to this
matter is going on. But it
seems that they do not have
a jogging track on their list of
items of funding for

Transport problems that
students representatives
have pointed out

Mini stationary shop within
the College complex

Students demand separate
hall for all their cultural
activities
Covering ofthe open stage

To out source the buses for
the students from private
players since it was not
possible for the College to
have their own busses
A great need is felt for this
type of shop with facilities of
photocopying, lamination as
well as telephone facilities
for students

To implement this facility in
the new proposed master
plan for the development of
the College infrastructure
It was decided that the
Parent Teachers Association
would bear the expenses of
covering the open stage
which is used for activities,
since it is very expansive to
put up a pendal, every time
for cultural activities.

educational institutions.
Hence, they have asked us to
change our proposal to
medicinal plant garden for
which funds can be made
available. Correspondence
on that front is soine on
This was done and now the
transport problems of the
students have been settled
in the best possible manner
A lot of discussion was held
on this matter, but somehow
as yet no concrete decision
has been taken. The need is
well felt by all but somehow
the modalities to solve this
are Vet to be worked out.
This will be accommodated
in the new constructions
which willcome up soon

After working out the
modalities and considering
the expenses to be incurred
to cover the stage, it was
decided not to cover it but
instead to have the extracurricular activities in such a
manner that both the Higher
Secondary School and the
College Section can have

their activities
simultaneously so that there
is considerable saving on

Reluctance on the part

of

teachers to shift to the new
staffroom

To shift the staffroom to the
new remises since the new
premises is solely for the
college section

Additional toilet facilities for
boys and for the lady staff
required

To open out the unused
extra toilet in the new
premises so that the lady

staff have at least two toilets
instead of the present one
only. Also it was decided to

expenditure on a pendal
The staff room of the college
section has been shifted to
the new premises and a
number of class rooms too
have been shifted into the
new premises
However, the opening of the
extra toilets for lady teachers
has not been implemented
but will soon be
implemented. The boys
toilets have been reoaired

repair the boys toilets and
have them manned by some
authority since a lot of
breakage goes on there

and facilities for adequate
water supply there are being
looked into. We are trying to
get someone to clean them
and man them on a regular
basis

Points Discussed
Dr. Hajirnis briefed the gathering expressing the inability in constructing a jogger's
park but setting up a medicinal plant garden instead.
Letter received from U. G. C for proposed Women's hostel and a committee being
formed for the same.

Financial assistance for XIth Plan for the general development scheme will be 7 lacs
due to increased strength of students to 1009 of which eight lacs will be allotted for
seminar hall and the rest for a Commerce lab, English lab and an interdisciplinary
cell.
a

o
a

38 lacs will be received under the XIth plan
Proposal submitted for solar energy plant
Updates by Mrs. Lalitha Joshi on the near completion of the

film which was assisted

by Mr. Moghe.

Mrs' Joshi also expressed the inability in constructing a jogger's park but setting up a
medicinal plant garden instead.
MES, first College in Goa to have a medicinal plant garden which was objected by the
Science and Technology Department.

will

of 17 lacs for the setting up of a medicinal plant garden

a

The College

a

A solar lighting scheme is also being

a

Mrs. Lalitha Joshi questioned the idea behind a Commerce lab and mentioned the
need to make it modernized with current technology.

o
a

a
a

get a grant

set up for the campus.

Dr. Hajirnis mentioned that the lab will have certain new websites which can be
accessed by the students.
Dr. Mrs. Bodade mentioned the need to have talks with external mentors.
Principal mentioned that the assistance of some former students could be utilized for
the purpose of fund raising and that the former students could be external mentors.
Principal informed that I. M. S, approached the College and many students appeared
for their exams.
I. M. s is conducting coaching classes for M. B. A. on Saturdays and Sundays at
concessional rates for the students.
'Probe,' a research journal will be published by the end of october 2009.
Dr. Dinge raised a question on the number of minor research projects undertaken by
the College while stressing the importance of minor research projects over a research
journal.
Dr. Hajirnis mentioned that two major research projects were going on but
unfortunately no minor projects were undertaken.

It was suggested that one teacher from every department should apply for a minor
research project.
Dr. Arolkar suggested that the research journal should be reviewed by some authority
and carry out the suggestions given in order to give quality matter to the journal.
Dr. Dinge suggested that the proposal for Sports hall be submitted and then followed

upwitharenewedreviewedproposa1toprocurefunds.ffi

a

A small stationery shop will be ready when the new infrastructure is in place.

a

Prof. Manoj Pednecar suggested that a students' cooperative store could be set up in
the College.

a

A separate Conference Hall will be constructed in the new building
Dr. Dinge mentioned that the Principals' forum requested University authorities to

a

review the semester system very carefully.

A comment on the teachers' duties was made and suggested that they look into the
pros and cons of the syllabus, compile them and pass them to the authorities.
a
o

It was decided that teachers should be given complete freedom regarding I. S. A.
The librarian asked for more staff in the Librarv.

